For an IPES meeting, the host selects the topic, the dates and the number of countries/participants: IPES contacts all countries in the world, international institutions, IPES Alumni and all other possible sources to identify and send their experts on the topic to the meeting. However, IPES sticks to the quota given by the host as to how many participants are to be allowed. All participants are encouraged to present papers.

The meeting is for 5 full days as follows: First day: registration, and reception; Second and Third days: Full days of presentations and discussion; Fourth day: Sightseeing and Cultural Entertainment; Fifth day: Presentations, discussion, summing up and Farewell ceremonies.

IPES meetings are designed to assemble 50 countries from all parts of the world. The host provides participants full hospitality. Further, IPES is provided with $16,000 by the host for running the secretariat for a year of preparation for the meeting and for all other expenses including printing and mailing of flyers, advertising the meeting world-wide, and traveling expenses of IPES staff.

IPES would like to discuss all this with the host for their consent.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT IPES President DR. DILIP K. DAS AT DILPDAS@IPES.INFO.